Welcome to Beijing and USTB
Rationale & motivation

- SDIMIs have been held in the developed regions such as in Europe, Australasia & N America
- but not yet in the developing and emerging economies, though they are facing more issues & problems for sustainable development
Rationale & motivation

With the most mining professionals & a large share of global mineral supply, China is even more critical to global sustainability from the viewpoint of mineral industries.

It is the right choice for SDIMI 2017 to be held in China/Asia.
Objective & themes

- SDIMI 2017’s objective is to explore and manage the dynamics of sustainability.
- In terms of intergenerational/temporal and intragenerational/spatial variability, diversity, equity, and balance.
Objective & themes

- SDIMI 2017 themes may include
- Variability of indicators over time, space or scale
- Capacity and responsibility or accountability for sustainability
- Mineral life cycle stewardship
- Governance and benefits sharing
Objective & themes

- Mining SHE impacts and risks
- Mining education, R&D toward total sustainability
- Leading/best practices for developed or developing, large or small, and private, public or nonprofit entities
- to name a few
With its mining program ranking among the top three and as one of the top 40 universities among 1200 in China

University of Science & Technology Beijing (USTB) is to be the major organizer for SDIMI 2017
Organizers

- Interested partners including universities, research institutions and industrial associations will be invited to join us
- Governmental representatives associated with the mineral industries are expected to attend
SDIMI 2017 may be held Monday, June 26 to Thursday, June 29

Day 1: Registration, plenary and parallel sessions, and reception

Day 2: Parallel sessions and banquet

Day 3: Parallel sessions and closing

Day 4: (Opt) Great Wall or mine tour
The conference venue may be at China National Convention Center/Olympic Green Convention Center together with the main Olympic Games facilities of National Stadium (Bird Nest) & National Aquatics Center (Water Cube)
Dates & Venues

- Or as a less expensive alternative, SDIMI 2017 may be held at
- Xijiao Hotel compounds in the Zhongguancun Science Park area
- where university campuses are resided & various international conferences are held frequently
About Beijing
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USTB show
in 6 minutes ...

VIDEO
We would like to express our sincere thanks to the SDIMI ‘Council’ for trusting USTB to organize SDIMI 2017 and to extend our warm invitations to you & your colleagues to Beijing and USTB in 2017.
Contact

- Dr Zhongxue Li, Professor
- Department of Mineral Resources Engineering, USTB
- Phone: +86 10 62333454
- Cell: +86 13910761199
- Email: zxli@ustb.edu.cn